
Editor's note:  This is another of a series of
monthly articles that we're publishing in the
Stellar Sentinel or placing on the GTAS web
site.   We are  now partnered  with  JPL and
NASA  to  publicize  spaceplace.nasa.gov  a
place where kids of all ages from 6 to 92 can
learn  all  about  space,  astronomy,  weather
and  climate  with  articles,  projects  and
games.  It's really a cool site.  We have some
stickers, temporary tattoos and bookmarks to
give out.  We have always wanted to get more
youngsters  interested  in  astronomy  and
space.  This looks like a good place to start.
There's more information at gtastro.org.

Here on Earth, the sun provides us with
the  vast  majority of  our  energy,  striking
the top of the atmosphere with up to 1,000
Watts  of  power  per  square  meter,  albeit
highly dependent on the sunlight's angle-
of-incidence. But remember that the sun is
a whopping 150 million kilometers away,
and sends an equal amount of radiation in
all directions; the Earth-facing direction is
nothing  special.  Even  considering
sunspots, solar flares, and long-and-short
term  variations  in  solar  irradiance,  the
sun's energy output is always constant to
about  one-part-in-1,000.  All  told,  our
parent  star  consistently  outputs  an
estimated  4  × 1026 Watts  of  power;  one
second of the sun's emissions could power
all  the  world's  energy needs  for  over
700,000 years.

That's  a  literally
astronomical  amount  of
energy, and it comes about
thanks  to  the  hugeness  of
the  sun.  With  a  radius  of

700,000  kilometers,  it  would  take  109
Earths,  lined up from end-to-end, just  to
go across  the  diameter  of  the  sun  once.
Unlike  our  Earth,  however,  the  sun  is
made  up  of  around  70%  hydrogen  by
mass, and it's the individual protons — or
the nuclei of hydrogen atoms — that fuse
together,  eventually  becoming  helium-4
and  releasing  a  tremendous  amount  of
energy.  All  told,  for  every  four  protons
that wind up becoming helium-4, a tiny bit
of  mass  —  just  0.7%  of  the  original
amount — gets converted into energy by
E=mc2,  and that's where the sun's power
originates.

You'd be correct in thinking that fusing
~4 × 1038 protons-per-second gives off a
tremendous  amount  of  energy,  but
remember that nuclear fusion occurs in a
huge region  of  the  sun:  about  the
innermost  quarter  (in  radius)  is  where
99% of it is actively taking place. So there
might be 4 × 1026 Watts of power put out,
but that's spread out over 2.2 × 1025 cubic
meters,  meaning the  sun's  energy output
per-unit-volume is  just  18  W  /  m3.
Compare this to the average human being,
whose basal  metabolic  rate  is  equivalent
to around 100 Watts, yet takes up just 0.06
cubic meters of space. In other words, you
emit  100  times  as  much  energy-per-
unit-volume as the sun! It's only because
the  sun  is  so  large  and  massive  that  its
power is so great.
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The Power of the Sun's Engines
By Dr. Ethan Siegel
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It's this  slow process, releasing huge amounts
of  energy  per  reaction over  an  incredibly  large
volume,  that  has  powered  life  on  our  world
throughout its entire history. It may not appear so
impressive if you look at just a tiny region, but —
at least for our sun — that huge size really adds
up!

Check  out  these  “10  Need-to-Know  Things
About  the  Sun”:
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?
Object=Sun  .  

Kids can learn more about an intriguing solar
mystery  at  NASA’s  Space  Place:

http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/sun-corona. 

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Results of the Board of
Directors Election

Don  Flegel,  our  Election  Chairman
reports  that  the  following  members  have
been reelected to the Board.  Gary Carlisle,
Jerry  Dobek,  Dave  Kane,  Richard
Kuschell, and Ron Uthe.  Their terms will
start with the May Annual Board meeting
with the  ellection  of  officers  for  the  new
year.  Congratulations!
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Get the Stellar Sentinel in
your email inbox

Postage rates have gone up and will rise
again  and again,  so  your  editor  has  been
digitizing the Stellar Sentinel to put it into
Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format  to read and
print using the free Acrobat viewer on your

computer.   The  PDF  format  also  allows  your
editor to include bonus content we cannot include
in the printed version of the Stellar Sentinel due to
space  constraints.    This  saves  us  money  and
forestalls dues increases.

Please send your email address along with your
name  from  the  label  of  your  current  Stellar
Sentinel to info@gtastro.org.  Emailed issues also
have more content which cannot be mailed.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

GTAS Yard Sale – June 12-14.  We'll
have more info on where to drop your items off at 
the meeting.

Grand Traverse Astronomical Society - Est. 1982 – 30 years of service

Grand Traverse Astronomical Society - Est. June 1982 – 31 years of service
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President Richard Kuschell Jerry Dobek Bill Renis Mick Glasser

HG & Autumn Smith
Bill Hathaway
Ronald & Jan Uthe
Nancy Hammond
Charles Bell

Vice President Don Flegel Bill Renis Lee Renis
Secretary Ron Uthe Joe Brooks Bernadette Farrell

Treasurer Gary Carlisle David Kane
Editor Bob Moler

The Power of the Sun's Engines (Continued from page 1)

Image credit: composite of 25 images of the sun, showing solar 
outburst/activity over a 365 day period; NASA / Solar Dynamics 
Observatory / Atmospheric Imaging Assembly / S. Wiessinger; post-
processing by E. Siegel.

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Sun
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=Sun
mailto:info@gtastro.org
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/sun-corona


Society Events
Check http://www.gtastro.org for late breaking events.

May
 2 Friday Board of Directors Annual Meeting – 7 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory

General Meeting – 8 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory

Program:  Dave Kane will show how he built his observatory

Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory.

  9 Friday Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - Sleeping Bear Dunes, Platte River Point.

10 Saturday Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory.

16 Friday Star Party:  8:30 p.m. - 11 p.m. - Betsie Valley District Library, Thompsonville.

17 Saturday Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - Interlochen Arts Academy (Private).

18 Sunday NMC Barbecue: 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. - NMC Campus, Health & Science Building

June
 6 Friday Board of Directors Meeting – 7 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory

General Meeting – 8 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory

Program:  Dr. David Penney will present The Rare Earth

Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory.

 7 Friday Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - Sleeping Bear Dunes – Dune Climb parking lot.
12, 13, 14 Thursday thru Saturday Annual GTAS Yard Sale - 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p..m. - 1473 Birmley 

Rd. 

21 Saturday Star Party:  9 p.m. - 11 p.m. - NMC Rogers Observatory.

---------- Star Parties ----------
Rogers Observatory star parties for  the rest of 2014:  5/2, 5/10, 6/6, 6/21, 7/11, 7/19,  8/1, 8/16, 9/5, 9/20, 10/4, 

10/18, 11/7, 11/15, 12/5.  Eclipses:  10/8 lunar a.m., 10/23 solar p.m.

Sleeping Bear Dunes star parties for the rest of 2014:  5/9, 6/7, 7/26, 8/9, 9/13, 10/21.   Eclipses:  4/15 lunar 
a.m., 10/8 lunar a.m., 10/23 solar p.m.

 ---------- Some of the best objects for public viewing in May ----------
  Planetary Object(s):  Jupiter, Mars, Saturn late

Deep Sky Object, description, constellation, distance 
Rt. Asc. Declin.
hr. min. O    '  

M 44: Beehive or Praesepe open cluster, best seen in finder, Cnc, 525 l.y. 08 40.1 +19 59
M 67: Open cluster, very old, Cnc, 2.7k l.y.  08 50.4 +11 49

M 81: Sb Galaxy, M 82 nearby, UMa, about 12m l.y.  09 55.6 +69 04

M 82: Ip Starburst galaxy, companion of M 81, UMa, about 12m l.y. 09 55.8 +69 41

Al Geiba (g Leonis): double star, Leo,  sep 125 a.u., 90 l.y. 10 19.4 +19 54
M 97: Owl Nebula (planetary), UMa, about 3k l.y.  11 14.8 +55 01
M 66: Sb galaxy in a group of galaxies, Leo, 29-38m l.y.  11 20.2 +12 59
M 87: E1 galaxy-richest part of Virgo Cluster, Vir, about 42m l.y.  12 30.8 +12 24
NGC 4565: Edge-on Sb galaxy, Com, about 20m l.y.  12 36.3 +25 59
M 104: Sombrero Galaxy (edge-on Sa), Vir, about 40m l.y.  12 40.0  - 11 37
M 3: Globular cluster, CVn, 35-40k l.y.  13 42.2 +28 23
M 51: Whirlpool Galaxy (Face-on Sc), CVn, 35m l.y.  13 29.9 +47 12



The Stars and Planets for May 2014
By Bob Moler

Planets are plotted for mid month.  The star positions are correct for:

1st 12:00 m.
8th   11:30 p.m.
15th 11:00 p.m.
22nd 10:30 p.m.
29th      10:00 p.m.
 

     Virgo lies due south at chart time.  We've moved chart time at mid month to 11 p.m. in tune with the 
later sunset and twilight end times.  Jupiter is in Gemini in the west northwest.  Mars and Saturn are well 
placed in the south and southeast respectively for telescope viewing.  Gemini, Canis Minor and Auriga 
are the only winter constellations left at chart time low in the west and northwest.  The spring stars are at 
center stage in the south.  The summer stars are entering from the northeast.  The Milky Way has mostly 
retreated to the north, like a receding hair line.  
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For more information on planets and stars each month:
           http://ephemeris.bjmoler.org

May 1st, 6th, 11th, 16th, 21st, 26th, 31st

Jupiter

Saturn

Mars

Venus

Earth

Mercury

Planets orbit the sun in a 
counterclockwise direction

This chart is a perspective view 
of the orbits of the planets out
to Saturn.  The true shape of the 
orbits are nearly circular.

The Planets as Seen From Northern Michigan
Sunrise                                                      Sunset

May 16, 2014
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May 01  11:51 a.m. Aldebaran 2.0°S of Moon
    02   7 p.m.    Mercury at Perihelion 
    02   7:00 p.m. GTAS Board of Directors Annual Meeting – NMC Obs.
    02   8:00 p.m. GTAS Reguler Meeting – NMC Obs.
    02   9:00 p.m. Star Party – NMC Obs.
    04  10:02 a.m. Jupiter 5.5°N of Moon
    05   2 a.m.    Eta-Aquarid Meteor Shower
    06   6:22 a.m. Moon at Apogee: 404319 km
    06  11:15 p.m. FIRST QUARTER MOON 
    08   5:43 a.m. Regulus 5.2°N of Moon
    09   9:00 p.m. Star Party - Sleeping Bear Dunes Dune climb parking lot
    10   2 p.m.    Saturn at Opposition
    10   9:00 p.m. Star Party – NMC Obs.
    11   9:32 a.m. Mars 3.0°N of Moon
    12   8:47 a.m. Spica 1.7°S of Moon
    12   6:06 p.m. Moon at Ascending Node 
    14   8:41 a.m. Saturn 0.5°N of Moon
    14   3:16 p.m. FULL MOON 
    16   8 a.m.    Venus at Aphelion 
    16   8:30 p.m. Star Party – Betsie Valley Dist. Library, Thompsonville
    17   9:00 p.m. Star Party – Interlochen Arts Academy
    18   7:58 a.m. Moon at Perigee: 367099 km
    18  11:00 a.m. NMC Barbecue
    21   8:59 a.m. LAST QUARTER MOON 
    25   3 a.m.    Mercury at Greatest Elong: 22.7°E
    25  11:43 a.m. Venus 2.3°S of Moon
    25   1:56 p.m. Moon at Descending Node 
    28   2:40 p.m. NEW MOON 

Calendar of Astronomical Events Courtesy of Fred Espenak, www.AstroPixels.com



Ephemeris of Sky Events for NMC Observatory
May, 2014 - Local time zone: EDT
Date Sun Twilight* Moon Illum

Rise Set Hours End Start Phase R/S** Time Fractn
Thu 1 06:32a 08:47p 14:14 10:43p 04:36a Set 11:21p 8%
Fri 2 06:31a 08:48p 14:17 10:45p 04:34a Set 12:12a 14%
Sat 3 06:29a 08:49p 14:19 10:47p 04:32a Set 12:56a 22%

Sun 4 06:28a 08:50p 14:22 10:49p 04:30a Set 01:35a 30%
Mon 5 06:27a 08:52p 14:24 10:51p 04:28a Set 02:09a 39%
Tue 6 06:25a 08:53p 14:27 10:53p 04:26a F Qtr Set 02:40a 49%
Wed 7 06:24a 08:54p 14:30 10:55p 04:24a Set 03:09a 58%
Thu 8 06:23a 08:55p 14:32 10:57p 04:22a Set 03:37a 67%
Fri 9 06:21a 08:56p 14:35 10:59p 04:19a Set 04:04a 76%
Sat 10 06:20a 08:57p 14:37 11:01p 04:17a Set 04:32a 84%

Sun 11 06:19a 08:59p 14:39 11:03p 04:15a Set 05:03a 91%
Mon 12 06:18a 09:00p 14:42 11:05p 04:13a Set 05:37a 96%
Tue 13 06:16a 09:01p 14:44 11:07p 04:11a Set 06:16a 99%
Wed 14 06:15a 09:02p 14:46 11:09p 04:09a Full Rise 09:05p 100%
Thu 15 06:14a 09:03p 14:49 11:11p 04:07a Rise 10:10p 98%
Fri 16 06:13a 09:04p 14:51 11:13p 04:05a Rise 11:10p 94%
Sat 17 06:12a 09:05p 14:53 11:15p 04:04a Rise 12:04a 87%

Sun 18 06:11a 09:07p 14:55 11:17p 04:02a Rise 12:52a 78%
Mon 19 06:10a 09:08p 14:57 11:19p 04:00a Rise 01:33a 67%
Tue 20 06:09a 09:09p 14:59 11:21p 03:58a Rise 02:09a 56%
Wed 21 06:08a 09:10p 15:01 11:22p 03:56a L Qtr Rise 02:42a 45%
Thu 22 06:07a 09:11p 15:03 11:24p 03:54a Rise 03:14a 34%
Fri 23 06:06a 09:12p 15:05 11:26p 03:53a Rise 03:45a 24%
Sat 24 06:05a 09:13p 15:07 11:28p 03:51a Rise 04:17a 15%

Sun 25 06:05a 09:14p 15:09 11:30p 03:49a Rise 04:52a 8%
Mon 26 06:04a 09:15p 15:10 11:32p 03:48a Rise 05:29a 3%
Tue 27 06:03a 09:16p 15:12 11:34p 03:46a Rise 06:11a 1%
Wed 28 06:02a 09:17p 15:14 11:35p 03:45a New Set 09:12p 0%
Thu 29 06:02a 09:18p 15:15 11:37p 03:43a Set 10:04p 2%
Fri 30 06:01a 09:18p 15:17 11:39p 03:42a Set 10:51p 5%
Sat 31 06:01a 09:19p 15:18 11:40p 03:40a Set 11:33p 10%
* Astronomical Twilight
** Moonrise or moonset, whichever occurs between sunset and sunrise

Grand Traverse Astronomical Society – Membership Application 2014
___ I am interested, please send me more information about the next GTAS meeting.

___ I'll join, payment enclosed               Email Address:_____________________________

___ Membership renewal Newsletter Delivery:  ___ Email   ___ Mail
Interests:  ___________________________________

Name: ___________________________________________ Telephone: __________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________
                          Street                                                                      City                                                                  State                                      ZIP

Dues: ___ Single Membership .................$25.00/yr Mail check to: G.T.A.S.

           ___ Family.....................................$30.00/yr Gary Carlisle, Treasurer

___ Student (up to 18 years age)....$15.00/yr 1473 Birmley Road

Traverse City, MI 49686



The Stellar Sentinel
Bob Moler, Editor
6003 Secor Rd.
Traverse City, MI 49685



An annual plea for help for our summer outreach by Bob Moler

The Society's  Dob (25” Dobsonian  Newtonian  reflector  telescope)  has  been in  the  shop (Dave
Kane's garage) for some work and some additions to the trailer and we're creating a summer outreach
schedule of festivals around the area, and have already started oiur star parties at Sleeping Bear Dunes
Nattional Lakeshore.  What we do need is more of our members to come out and help.

The GTAS was started to bring the wonders of the science of astronomy to the community.  We
started  at  the  Joseph H.  Rogers  Observatory.   That's  where  we were  formed.   That  it  was  at  the
observatory's founding was not a coincidence.  However over the years we found out that many folks
knew of the observatory, maybe passed by it daily, but never attended a viewing session or star party.
The board decided to start an outreach.  We began with Friday Night Live, the street fair on Front Street
on Friday evenings in late July to mid August.  Four years ago one of the rangers from the Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore happened by, which led to two star parties at stop #3 at Pierce Stocking
Scenic Drive, the second being the leading event for the Lakeshore's 40th anniversary that year.  This
year will be our 4th year with scheduled star and sun parties monthly from April to October.

We have festivals throughout the summer.  We tend to be notified about them several months in
advance,  so most  have  not  yet  be scheduled.   We also have scout,  school  groups library summer
reading programs that we visit. Richard Kuschell, our current President can also shoot model rockets.  

Currently we have a growing list of events.  A lot of these are daytime events, where we observe the
sun and have hands on activities like making moon craters, use moon balls to demonstrate the phases of
the  moon.   That's  why  the  society  purchased  a  hydrogen  alpha  telescope  to  view  the  sun's
chromosphere and prominences We also make dry ice comets on occasion.  We'll also come up with
other activities.  But we do need volunteers to work with the kids on them.

Have a fear that you don't know enough? Usually the concepts we are trying to get over are simple.
Hang around a bit, and you'll absorb the concepts and you're ready to take over that activity.  Got a
question that you can't answer? Send them to a more knowledgeable member, or admit that you don't
know.  Some questions, especially from kids don't have answers.

If  you  get  a  creationist,  who  insists  that  the  universe  is  6,000  years  old,  send  them my way.
Generally it will come down to that we agree to disagree.  I treat these people with respect if they are
civil, and they usually are.  We are about science and not theology.  In all our years of outreach I've
only met one.

At night, if you don't have a telescope, learn some constellations of the season and stories.  Get a
green laser pointer and point them out.  Another important job is to hand out our brochures, talk up the
society and remind people that we are donating our time, and if they had a good time, donate to our
donation jar. We find if someone does this our donations increase.  

Come help us out!



From the archives of the Stellar Sentinal

The Skies of Spring
by Bob Moler

Originally published May 1996 with updates

The early dark evenings of winter have been swept away rapidly with the switch to daylight savings 
time, plus the relentless push of the sun northward. When the skies finally clear up, the sun stays out 
too late for school groups to enjoy trips to the observatory on school nights. However the spring sky is 
worth the wait. 

The spring sky is a great contrast to that of that of winter setting in the west and that of summer waiting
in the wings to the east. The Milky Way is absent from the spring sky. Only the circumpolar bit of the 
milky band, low in the north, running through Cassiopeia is theoretically visible, though it hugs the 
horizon. Use this month's star chart as a reference.

Crowning the spring sky is the Big Dipper, its seven stars hold forth overhead, pointing out the other 
inhabitants of the spring sky. The Big Dipper, I have found to my dismay, is known to most folks by 
reputation only. So starting the exploration of the spring sky from the Big Dipper, may be starting from 
an unknown point. The Big Dipper is overhead in its least dipper like position. Anyway start by looking
up at those seven bright stars. The Big Dipper is purely a North American invention. Those same seven 
stars make a wagon, plow, cleaver or saucepan for other peoples. Officially the Big Dipper is the rump 
and questionably long tail of Ursa Major, the great bear. The bear is not hard to spot in dark skies. 

The most famous star that's pointed to by the Big Dipper isn't a spring star at all, but Polaris, the North 
Star, nearly over the earth's north pole. A position that causes it to seemly stand still in the northern sky.
Our Star and Planet Chart below shows the stars in the bowl of the Big Dipper pointing to Polaris, 
which is in the tip of the handle of the Little Dipper or tip of the tail of Ursa Minor the little bear. 

The handle of the Big Dipper points to the brightest spring star Arcturus. Remember to follow the arc 
of the handle to Arcturus. This orangish first magnitude star is located at the base of a kite shaped 
constellation of Bootes the herdsman. He is really chasing the Great Bear around the pole. 

Back to the 'Arc to Arcturus'. After reaching Arcturus, straighten the arc to a straight spike to find the 
bright bluish white first magnitude star Spica in Virgo the maiden. Virgo is a large constellation of a 
reclining woman holding a stalk of wheat. Spica is the head of that spike of wheat. And as such ruled 
over the harvest. Virgo is one of the constellations of the Zodiac, against which the sun, moon and 
planets move. This month (May 2014) the planet Mars is doing it's retrograde loop in Virgo. To 
astronomers Virgo is the home of the Virgo Cluster. It is no mere cluster of stars, but a cluster of 
thousands of galaxies, each containing hundreds of billions of stars, and within reach of modest 
amateur telescopes. 

Another Zodiacal constellation can be found by drilling a hole in the bowl of the Big Dipper and letting
the water leak out. It will fall on the back of Leo the lion. Leo is Latin for lion, so Leo the lion is a bit 
redundant. It's head and mane is a backward question mark of stars with the bright star Regulus, the 
dimmest of the first magnitude stars, as the dot at the bottom. This figure is also called the Sickle. 
Behind the sickle is Leo's behind, a triangle of stars that are his haunches. The end star of that triangle 
is Denebola, the lion's tail. Since there are a lot of animals in the sky, there are also a lot of tails, and 
more than a couple of stars with Deneb as part of their names. The constellation Cygnus comes 
immediately to mind, but there are others. 



These are just the brighter and easiest to find of the spring constellations. Also check out Corvus the 
crow, Crater the cup, Hydra the water snake, Coma Berenices or Berenice's hair, and Corona Borealis, 
the northern crown. Constellation and mythology books will relate the wonderful stories about these 
constellations. 

Then there are the borderline spring-summer constellations of Hercules and Libra the scales, where 
Saturn is this years (2014). 

Vesta and Ceres are going retrograde at the same time as Mars.  The Dawn spacecraft traveling between
Vesta to Ceres is about half way in between them.  The other trail, not exhibiting retrograde is that of 
the small asteroid 2012 DA14 whose claim to fame is that it passed inside the ring  of geosynchronous 
satellites on February 15, 2013.  It was completely upstaged a few hours earlier by the meteor that 
exploded over Chelyabinsk, Russia.  It looks like the orbital trail shown for 2012 DA14 has not been 
updated.  As the result of the encounter with Earth that day the asteroid's orbit was altered.  2012 DA14
is a provisional designation based on the year, half month and order of discovery.  It's permanent 
designation with a name is 367943 Duende. 

The retrogeade loops of Mars and the asteroids Vesta and Ceres against Virgo from December 2013 to 
August 2014.  The other trail  Created using Stellarium.



The locations of Mars  and Saturn on May 16, 2014.  Created using Stellarium.


